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Abstract—Mobile target tracking consists in detecting and locating targets in a surveillance region. Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN) can provide more information about the moving target than classical Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), but their process and the transmission of multimedia data are costly which reduces the network’s lifetime. In this paper, we propose a low-cost new solution for tracking a mobile target called EAOT (Energy Aware Object Tracking). It consists of a distributed cooperative algorithm that runs in heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Networks composed of both scalar and multimedia sensors. The scalar sensors (MS) are equipped with a motion detector; their role is to detect the target and then activate the camera sensors (CS) through message exchanges. We conducted simulations to evaluate the performance of the proposed mechanism in terms of tracking accuracy, number of exchanged messages, energy consumption, and spatial average deviation. The results are compared to two existing solutions: one based on simple camera sensors which always run in active mode and the other one based on the optimal camera node selection (OCNS) to track the target. The obtained results show that for the same number of nodes, EAOT consumes between 2.6% and 44% less energy than OCNS depending on the distribution of MS/CS.


I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are small devices networks with resource constraints which can communicate with each other on short distances to harvest and process data.

To make them multifunctional, these sensors have been equipped with small cameras and microphones in order to capture and retrieve multimedia contents. These Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSN) allow a wide range of applications such as: intrusion detection, target tracking, habitat and health care monitoring. In addition to the common characteristics shared with WSN, the WMSN have special features: high bandwidth demand, specific QoS requirements, sector sensing range, etc. Moreover, wireless Camera Sensors (CS) unlike classical video systems can be used in both indoor and outdoor environments, where energy and network infrastructure are not available and where no human intervention is possible. They offer a wider panel of applications whether for environmental, industrial or military monitoring [1]. Most recent studies in WMSN focus on increasing the network lifetime by using an energy aware routing protocol, providing Quality of Service (QoS) and security in communications and by placing nodes in order to increase the coverage area.

In this paper, we focus on object tracking in WMSN and more particularly on non-communicating object tracking like human beings, animals, etc. Mobile target tracking consists in retrieving the target’s successive coordinates during its moving through the monitoring area. This topic has been well studied in classical WSN, particularly in the case of communicating object tracking. With the emergence of small CMOS cameras, tracking mobile object using video sensor wireless networks has received more attention. The main difficulty is to handle the tradeoff between ensuring the tracking accuracy and maximizing the network lifetime. Indeed, the solution for the best tracking accuracy is to keep all camera sensors active (naive technique), but this is impossible because of energy consumption due to processing and transmission of the multimedia data retrieved. The best solution is to only activate the camera sensors able to localize the target.

We distinguish three main classes of tracking techniques [2]: naive [3], predictive based [4] [5] and dynamic clustering [6]. The naive technique means that all nodes are always in active mode, what maximizes the energy consumption. The second one consists in using a predictive model to anticipate the future position of the target. This technique is not appropriate for some applications like intrusion detection. Indeed, the predictive model used cannot ensure 100% accuracy of the calculated trajectory. Finally, in the dynamic clustering, a cluster of nodes is selected at each step of the target progression in the area of interest. While the selected cluster of nodes performs the tracking, the other nodes remain in sleeping mode. So this technique saves the network’s energy. In order to find a better tradeoff between accuracy and energy saving, we introduce a Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Network (HWSN) composed of both scalar and camera sensors. The scalar sensor consumes less energy than the multimedia sensor which allows us to keep them always in active mode. We propose an Energy Aware Object Tracking (EAOT) protocol based on message exchange, where the scalar sensors handle the object detection and only activate the camera sensors that can localize the target object. The main characteristics of the proposed EAOT are: 1) immediate...
The mobile object tracking is one of the Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs) applications. This application consists in locating the mobile target at every step of its progression in the surveillance area. The tracking solutions can be classified in three main categories [2]: naive, predictive based and dynamic clustering. Because of the high cost of the naive technique, it is unreasonable to use such a method in WMSNs where energy is a precious resource.

In the predictive based technique, a predictive model is used to predict the future position of the mobile target. An adapted Kalman Filter is used in [4] to calculate the future sensor utility depending on past data collected. In [5] the authors retrieve the mobility parameters of the target and use an autoregressive model to integrate them and predict the future trajectory.

Dynamic clustering [6] is the most used technique in literature. A cluster of nodes is selected at every step of the evolution of the mobile target in the surveillance region. A cluster head is selected depending on predefined criteria. The advantage of dynamic clustering is that the sensors which are not selected to be cluster members remain in sleeping mode. Thus, this technique allows saving energy.

Papers described here correspond to the third technique. The authors in [7] propose a distributed solution based on node collaboration to select the optimal subset of camera sensors that participate in the target location process. This solution consists of a two phase algorithm that maintains the adequate number of nodes in active mode. When the target is detected by a camera sensor, it broadcasts its location and orientation to the neighbor. Each of them calculates the probability of detecting the target. If the detecting probability reaches a predefined threshold, the concerned node activates its camera to take part in the locating process. This collaborative algorithm is also merging with a wake up algorithm that maintains the adequate number of nodes in active mode. This solution presents a good tradeoff between energy consumption and tracking accuracy but the target can enter the surveillance region without being immediately detected because of the wake up algorithm. SensEye [8] is the first solution that introduces the concept of heterogeneous network. The authors propose three-tier camera sensors; every tier supports a specific task. The first tier assumes target detection and localization while the second one performs target recognition and the last tier assumes target tracking.

SensEye can only be used in indoor environments where energy is available which considerably limits the types of applications where we can use it.

The authors of [9] also used the concept of heterogeneous networks but for different objectives. Indeed, the activation goal is the event coverage, they used the scalar sensors to determine the event boundary and actuate the necessary camera sensors. The main objective is the elimination of data redundancy.

III. ENERGY AWARE OBJECT TRACKING

In this section, we present the proposed protocol called Energy Aware Object Tracking (EAOT). Its main objectives are as follows: 1) having a visual observation of the target, which permits its identification 2) having target coordinates to use them for specific applications like intrusion detection 3) saving energy to increase the network’s lifetime.

A. Preliminaries

In this subsection we give some definitions and assumptions. The heterogeneous concept of sensor nodes is described with the characteristics and role of each type of node.

Figure 1. FoD and FoV

1) **Definition 1**: The Motion Sensor (MS) is a wireless scalar sensor equipped with motion detector. Each object located in the Field of Detection (FoD) of MS can be detected. FoD is represented by a circle with radius D (as illustrated in figure 1.A).

2) **Definition 2**: The Camera Sensor (CS) is a wireless multimedia sensor equipped with both motion detector and video camera. Each object located in CS’s Field of View (FoV) can be visually detected. FoV is a CS’s directional of view and it is assumed to be a cone with angle α and radius V (as illustrated in figure 1.B).

The main difference between MS and CS is not only limited to the services but also to the energy consumption. CS requires more energy to run its cameras compared to MS.

3) **Definition 3**: We introduce the concept of approximate coordinates (x, y). Equations 1 and 2 show how these coordinates can be calculated.
The proposed solution EAOT is a cooperative protocol based on two types of packets called: DETECTION and LOCALIZATION. The DETECTION packet is sent only by the MS node to inform the neighboring nodes, particularly CS nodes, about the presence of any object in its FoD area. The LOCALIZATION packet is sent only by the CS nodes to the first MS that informs it once they receive a certain threshold \( M \) of DETECTION packets from the MS nodes. Both packet types contain the coordinates of sender nodes. In addition, the packet size of DETECTION and LOCALIZATION is similar and equal to 64Kb.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of object tracking with the proposed solution EAOT. MS1 is the first node that detects the target (the target trail is illustrated by the dashed line). MS1 broadcasts a DETECTION message containing its own coordinates to the nodes which are in its transmission range.

The life span of DETECTION message \( T \) is fixed to 20 seconds, chosen according to the target speed. Once MS2 detects the target, it also broadcasts a DETECTION message. When CS1 receives the second message from MS2 and if threshold \( M \) is set to 2, then it actuates its camera to localize the target. In this case, the target is in its FoV. CS2 retrieves the real target’s coordinates and sends them only to MS1 via LOCALIZATION message. In the following step, CS2 activates its camera after the reception of the DETECTION messages from MS2 and MS3 but the target is not in its FoV. In this case, MS2 is responsible for assigning approximate target coordinates using previous equations.

Successively, MS1 and MS2 send the results to the sink (we suppose that all nodes have a route toward the sink).

The added value of the protocol EAOT consists in giving the target coordinates closest to its real position and in the worst case the approximate coordinates can be generated. In addition, the visual tracking is exploited with minimal energy consumption.

Figure 2. An example of object tracking with EAOT
In this section, we present the simulation settings, evaluation metrics and we discuss the obtained results.

A. Simulation setting

We have used the NS-2 simulator [14] in order to evaluate EAOT. In all scenarios, the nodes have been randomly placed in a rectangular two dimensional area. The parameter values of the simulation are summarized in Table 1.

EAOT with different distributions of nodes is compared to two other solutions (Table 2). In both of these only CSs are used. The first one is the naive solution which consists in deploying CSs. These CSs are always in active mode: capturing/processing multimedia streaming. The second one is the OCNS (Optimal Camera Node Selection), the operating principle of OCNS [7] is explained in section II.

B. Simulation results

Three metrics are used to compare our mechanism to other solutions: tracking precision, number of messages exchanged and energy consumption. Another metric is applied only for EAOT distributions: spatial average deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1. SIMULATION PARAMETER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mac Layer protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection range (D) of MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of view (V) of CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle of view of CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M (number of activation messages)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life span of “Detection” message T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2. SCENARIOS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EAOT1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAOT2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAOT3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCNS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3. REAL TARGET COORDINATES%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EAOT1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAOT2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAOT3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1) Tracking precision

We measure it by considering the number of points collected for a defined trajectory. One point is represented by a two dimensional coordinate. For Naive and OCNS the retrieved points are the only points where we have an image of the target; we call them real target coordinates. In our solution the retrieved points can be a real target coordinates (extracted from the captured image) or an approximate target coordinates obtained from MS (equation 1 and 2). Figure 4 shows the average number percentage of retrieved points for every scenario depending on the number of nodes.

100 % represents the ideal tracking precision: for a pedestrian, the best number of retrieved points is 1 every meter.

Table 3 shows the real target coordinates percentage depending on the MS/CS distribution. We note that the best tracking accuracy is obtained by the naive approach because all CS nodes are always running and the visual target detection has a positive impact on the precision. Among the three EAOT schemes, EAOT2 represents the best compromise between real target coordinates and approximate ones and has a better target precision than OCNS. EAOT3 also has more retrieved points than OCNS but more approximate target coordinates. The main reason is the distribution of MS/CS. In EAOT3, we have more MS so it results in more approximate coordinates. EAOT1 has fewer points because there are not enough MSs to activate the CS.

2) Spatial average deviation

This metric represents the average deviation of the obtained trajectory vs. the real one. It is obtained by calculating the average of the distances between approximate target coordinates and real ones.

We suppose that the coordinates calculated by the CSs are exact and error-free. So, they are not considered in average deviation results. Distance \( d \) is calculated as follows:

\[
d = \sqrt{(X_c - X_r)^2 + (Y_c - Y_r)^2}
\]

\((X_c, Y_c)\) are the calculated coordinates and \((X_r, Y_r)\) are the real ones. Average deviation cannot be considered as tracking precision metric because it is only applied to EAOT schemes. It is the only solution where target coordinates can be real or approximate. Figure 5 shows the average deviation depending on the number of nodes and on the distribution. The results are obtained by calculating the distance between every retrieved point of EAOT schemes and the corresponding one in a real trajectory.

We observe that EAOT1 has the best results compared to other EAOT distributions due to the greater number of CSs than in other schemes. The average deviation of EAOT3 increases with the number of nodes. The main reason is the increase of MS: the more MSs we have, the more approximate coordinates are obtained.

3) Number of exchanged messages

We suppose that the message size is the same in all solutions. This metric shows the number of cooperative messages exchanged. For EAOT distributions it consists of both DETECTION/LOCALIZATION messages exchanged during the simulation. In OCNS, in addition to the cooperative messages, we add the messages of the wake up algorithm which does not exist in EAOT. Indeed, we assume that the MSs are always in active mode. Moreover, the messages transmitted to the sink are neglected in this metric for all solutions.

Figure 6 shows the average number of messages depending on the number of nodes. We remark that the number of exchanged messages increases with the number of nodes whatever the scenario. Only EAOT3 has more exchanged messages than OCNS, because of the high number of MSs which broadcast “DETECTION” messages when they detect the target.
4) Energy consumption

The percentage of energy consumption includes the energy consumed by cooperative message exchanges and the activation of MSs and CSs during one simulation. Figure 7 shows the average energy consumption percentage of the entire network depending on the number of nodes. 100% represents the total network energy available before the simulation starts. It is obvious that Naive consumes much more energy than the other solutions. Due to the use of scalar sensors for the detection, whatever the distribution of CS/MS EAOT always consumes less energy than OCNS. These results confirm the efficiency of EAOT for energy aware object tracking.

From the presented experiments and results, we can deduce that:

- Naive is an unrealizable solution. Despite the fact that it performs the tracking with the best precision, this solution is too costly and considerably reduces the network’s lifetime.
- EAOT2 is the distribution which presents the best trade-off between tracking accuracy and energy consumption. It performs tracking with better precision, less energy and a smaller number of exchanged messages than OCNS.
- The simulation results can be improved by optimizing the node’s positioning.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Saving energy is a crucial issue in WMSNs whatever the research topic and the application field. Multimedia tracking of mobile targets being a costly application in terms of energy, the need for a low cost solution increases. In this paper, we proposed a new approach using Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Networks (HWSNs). The main objective of our solution called EAOT for Energy Aware Object Tracking is to handle the tradeoff between tracking precision and energy consumption.

We conducted some simulations with different scenarios and distributions of MS/CS to evaluate our solution. The results show that EAOT increases the tracking precision and reduces the energy consumption compared to OCNS where only CSs are used. The simulations performed also show that the distribution of MS/CS has an un-negligible impact on the obtained results. Our future works will consist in improving EAOT by adding the targets’ identification and classification as well as the multi-target tracking.
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